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Originally published July 21, , this article is regularly updated to include up-to-date information, new features
and additional tips. Make profiles for every family member If multiple people in your home have Amazon
accounts, you can add them to your Alexa household profile. To check which profile is currently being used,
simply ask, "Alexa, which profile is this? Beware, though, as it also allows them to use your Prime account to
order items. Create voice profiles In addition to having multiple accounts linked to a single Alexa speaker, you
can set up voice profiles , which enables Alexa to distinguish who is issuing commands and provide
personalized results. And if your significant other tells Alexa to play music , it will select music based on their
personal music tastes. To select one of the three alternate wake words, open the Alexa app or alexa. Say,
"Alexa, can you repeat that? Just know that even after purging all the recordings, a new one will be added
every time you speak to Alexa. Solve quick conversions and math problems Primarily, I use Alexa for
controlling my smart home using my voice. The second most convenient use of Alexa for me is quick
calculations or conversions, especially while cooking or making coffee. You can convert currencies or
measurements and even do mathematic equations. Just say, "Alexa, 15 times 32" or "Alexa, 10 dollars to
pounds. How to create custom Alexa commands for Amazon Echo using But you may not be out of luck. If
so, get to know Yonomi or IFTTT, as they can greatly expand the usefulness of Alexa, allowing you to tie
several actions to a single voice command, export your Alexa to-do or shopping list to Apple Reminders or
Todoist and much more. Create routines Now playing: How to create Alexa routines 2: For instance, you can
create a routine for the phrase "Good night" that will lock the doors, turn off the lights, lower the thermostat
temperature and play your Flash Briefing. Routines can also run on a schedule. While routines are currently
limited, they bode well for the future of interactions with Alexa, which can sometimes be wordy and
cumbersome. You can even have your Kindle books read to you by Alexa herself. Then you can stream any
audio you want, using it as a Bluetooth speaker. Set the default music service to Spotify The Amazon Echo is
not stuck with Amazon Music when you want to listen to songs. With the Echo speakers, however, you can
replace Amazon Music as the default music library with Spotify or as the default station service with Pandora
or iHeartRadio. What this changes is the need to specify "on Spotify" every time you want to stream music.
Play music on all your Alexa speakers simultaneously In August, Amazon rolled out an update that let users
stream music to different groups of speakers -- or even all speakers -- around the house. All you need to do to
use this Sonos-like feature is to create an Audio Group in the Alexa app and say, "Alexa, play Manchester
Orchestra on [group name]. Watch YouTube videos on the Echo Show If you have an Echo Show, you can use
it to watch YouTube videos, be it for cooking instructions or just catching up on your favorite YouTubers
while doing chores. After YouTube unexpectedly removed its video service from the Alexa speaker, support
returned last week. Now you can say, "Alexa, play cat videos on YouTube. Add Alexa skills with your voice
Until late last month, you could only add Skills to your Alexa devices by using the Alexa app or echo. The
process is clunky, mainly because the poor organization of the Skills repository. Now you can add Skills by
voice. Assuming you know the name of the Skill you want to add, just say, "Alexa, enable Lifx" or "Alexa,
enable Magic 8-Ball. You can say, "Alexa, turn on the lights" without pausing. For an audible confirmation
that Alexa heard your command, you can also enable the End of request sound. Add a Voice Remote Want to
walk away from the Echo? Bring this remote to keep the Alexa assistant nearby. Pair the remote in the
Settings menu in the Alexa app, and you can remotely talk to your Echo from across the house, in other
rooms, or even while outside. It does connect using Bluetooth, so the range is limited. Make calls and send
messages.
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Nemesis AIO has been updated. Click here for the details. It comes from the Stream Army repo and has tons
and tons of content to check out. Supremacy Kodi Addon Install: Supremacy has been updated. Check out the
huge list of content and information in this addon! The Supremacy Kodi addon has a little bit of everything:
The Nvidia Shield is on a great deal right now. Click here for details! Get the details on the Nvidia Shield TV
2 and buy it today. Install these addons today for the ultimate Kodi experience in all categories! The Kiddo
addon has bene updated to v4. Universal Scrapers has been updated! Do you want to see more working links
in Kodi and speed up your searching time? Enable the best working Kodi scrapers and disable all those ones
returning wrong episodes and bad links now! Come and check out a new section added to the Deathstar addon.
The Deathstar Kodi addon is a massive offering that features the combination of four separate groups in the
Kodi community. Deathstar is the joining of over 30 individual addons into a single place. Numbers Kodi
Addon Install Guide: Find out about all of the new changes and give it an install today! The Fearless MMA
addon has been updated. Click here for the details! Read all of the details in our guide.
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A smart test taker is a strategic test taker. The ACT is different from the tests you take in school, so you need
to approach it differently too. These simple strategies are tailor-made for the ACT and come from our proven
test-cracking methods. Work questions out of order. Spending too much time on the hardest problems means
you may rush through the easiest. Instead of working questions in order, ask yourself whether a question is a
Do Now, Later, or Never. No need to agonizeâ€”this decision can be made very quickly: Does a question look
okay? Do you know how to do it? Will this question take a long time to work? Leave it and come back to it
later. Circle the question number for easy reference. Know the topics that are your worst, and learn the signs
that flash danger. Instead, use more time to answer the Now and Later questions accurately. ACT Pop Quiz 2.
There is no penalty for wrong answers on the ACT, so you should never leave any blanks on your answer
sheet. When you guess on Never questions, pick your favorite two-letter combo of answers and stick with it.
Forget the right answerâ€”find the wrong ones. Multiple-choice tests offer one great advantage: They provide
the correct answer right there on the page. ACT hides the correct answer behind wrong ones, but when you
cross off just one or two wrong answers, the correct answer can become more obvious. Know the best way to
bubble in. Work a page at a time on English and Math and a passage at a time on Reading and Science. Circle
your answers right on the booklet. Tailor your strategy to each section of the ACT. Check out our test-taking
tips for each section of the ACT:
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Maybe you like a sporty face that shows your stats, but a more classic look for going out. Customise a few to
your liking, then just switch between them by swiping left and right across the screen. But if you have a few
go-tos, go to the app drawer and pin them to the top of the menu by simply holding a finger down on the icon
for a second. Get on the Wi-Fi Android Wear 2. Customise your buttons Wear 2. If you plan on using Android
Pay , we recommend dedicating at least one button to that for convenience. However to make life a bit easier,
we recommend playing with the configurations a bit. You can toggle auto-correction, auto capitalisation,
next-word suggestions and other options to make typing on your smartwatch a bit easier. Aside from asking
about your agenda or launching apps, you can also use Assistant to take control of your smart home devices.
Head to the Android Wear app and tap the Settings cog icon. You can find Your Feed nestled at the bottom of
the app drawer. Oh, and Theater Mode. But then you get too excited, you move your arm and your watch
lights up like a Christmas tree. Shame on you - just turn on Theater Mode. To do so, swipe down to get to
quick settings, then tap on the brightness icon. Tap that and activate Theater Mode, which will deactivate your
screen. To turn off the mode, just press the power button. Scribble it out Tired of typing on a tiny watch
screen? You may have to switch between the regular keyboard and the handwriting keyboard, however. Long
press the keyboard logo and you can switch to the handwriting keyboard. Set up and use Android Pay
Wearable payments is one of the strongest arguments for wearable devices. Plus, it saves the people behind
you in line a lot of time. Once you do that, head to the Android Pay app on your watch and opt to set up a new
card. Tap that button, and then tap your wrist to pay. You can also see which apps are draining battery juice
and taking up space on the watch. To quickly check the remaining battery life on the watch itself, drag down
from the top on the main watch face. The date, Wi-Fi status and current notification mode is displayed too.
Talk to your wrist One of the reasons for getting hold of an Android Wear smartwatch is so you can access
certain features, hands-free, without pulling out your phone, and one of those features is Google Assistant.
With the smartwatch screen active, say "OK Google" at your device then speak out your question or
command: Through the Android Wear app you can set the default apps for some of these commands.
Fortunately for our purposes, it features an Android Wear trigger. Simply tap the undo icon and the card
reappears on the watch display in its previous position. Tap on the plus icon to set reminders and Android
Wear guides you through the process of setting up a memory jogger, complete with time and location if
required. There are virtually no official apps for the big names, like Philips Hue, and not much in the way of
third-party solutions either. One exception is WrisTemp , which lets you control your smart thermostat from
your Google-powered wrist device. Install extra watch faces Thanks to an early Android Wear update you can
install watch faces straight from Google Play rather than relying on the ones pre-installed on your device.
Another feature is the ability to view, manage and change watch faces from within the Android Wear app on
your mobile device, as well as on the watch itself. Listen to music offline You can store audio tracks on your
watch and listen to them even when your phone is out of range, which is great for the morning jog â€” you just
need to make sure you sync up the tracks you want in advance. Tap the Manage Wear downloads entry to
choose which of your playlists are synced. After a few seconds, a command is sent to your handset that starts
it off. Tap this and not only can you launch tracking of activities like walking and running, you can also get
instructions for simple exercises like press-ups and sit-ups. There are even a couple of Google Fit watch faces
that you should find on your Android Wear smartwatch of choice, both of which will show you your steps and
other daily activities at a glance, right on the watchface. Silence the alerts on Android Wear Take control of
the types of notifications you see on your watch via the Android Wear app: On the watch itself, swipe from
right to left on an alert until you see the Block app symbol. If you have Android 6. You need to head to the
Android Wear app on your phone, tap the cog icon on the front page, then toggle the switch labelled Silence
phone while wearing watch. Open up the device Settings menu and choose Screen lock. Increasing battery life
We could all use a little more battery life from our gadgets and the easiest way to get more from your Android
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smartwatch is to uncheck the Always-on screen option from within the Android Wear app. If a text comes in,
for example, when you hit the Reply button keep swiping left to see it a Draw emoji entry appears with the
other options like voice input. Choose Draw emoji, sketch out the one you want to use, and Android Wear will
try to find a match. You can then select it to include in your message. Make text easier to read Hidden away
on the Settings menu in Android Wear is a Font size menu that you might have skipped past. Tap on it to
make all the text on your Android Wear watch screen bigger and easier to read. Other options for those who
might struggle to use a smartwatch using the default interface, including text-to-speech and magnification, can
be found under Accessibility. Change the mode Android Wear features two specialised modes: Swipe down
on the watch face then swipe to the right to find them. Sunlight mode only lasts a few seconds but cinema
mode is more difficult to get out of: Make a best friend on Android Wear The Together app find it in the app
menu on your watch lets you specify one favourite Google contact with an Android Wear watch, and then
send that contact customised emojis, stickers, doodles and status updates. Everything is handled via a special
Together watch face. Gesture controls One of the earlier updates rolled out for Android Wear added support
for extra gesture controls along with new audio feedback features for certain devices. Flicking your wrist
while wearing an Android Wear watch turns the screen on and flicks and turns can also scroll through
notifications or potentially, say, a recipe app if you have your hands full. The newest gestures include moving
your wrist up and down in order to take actions on cards: Advanced Android Wear hacks If you know your
way around the standard Android developer tools then you can unlock and customize your Android Wear
smartwatch as easily as your phone. Learn more Android Wear secrets.
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With over employees from over 35 nations Thailand to Ireland; The Philippines to France , Skyscanner is a
well-travelled company. From the philosophical to the funny, the serious to the silly, Skyscanner presents our
list of learnings from travelling the world. Pack less Travelling with just hand-luggage should be your goal.
Do you really need six pairs of heels, tea bags, and an iron? Leave the guidebook at home Rather than taking
your entire copy of the Rough Guide or Lonely Planet, just photocopy the pages you need, then discard after
you have used them. Saves space and weight. It will move much quicker. Never wear flip flops on a plane I
used to work for an airline and we were told never to wear sandals on board an aircraft. No one will notice
because everyone is being moved around due to the aircraft movement. It really does work! Choose your
seat-mate carefully If you get the choice of plane seat, always sit far away from: Learn a little lingo Memorise
a handful of words of the local language, and have the courage to use them! Keep your mouth shut If you are
in a country where it is unsafe to drink the water, keep your mouth shut in the shower. Suzanne Morrison,
Skyscanner Project Manager 9. Or in a hostel for that matter. Apartments or rooms in private homes are where
the savvy travellers rest their heads these days. Sam Baldwin, Skyscanner Travel Editor Ditch your friends
Travelling all by your lonesome might seem daunting at first, but it gives you a chance to really immerse
yourself in the travel experience. Always travel in a hoodie They may have become the uniform of unruly
ASBO-teenagers, but hooded tops make excellent travel garments. Bring ear plugs If silence is golden, then
ear plugs are worth their weight in platinum. Being able to sleep in a noisy plane or hotel room is a very
valuable skill, not to be underestimated whilst travelling. When you leave the lounge, take a few big bottles of
water. Philippa Waygood, Skyscanner Training Co-ordinator Bring an internet ready device If travelling for a
long time, take your own device that can pick up wifi, like a smartphone or tablet. Yet there is free wifi in
places all around the world, and you quickly realise how often you need to tap in to things like bank accounts
or travel bookings. Bring an extra top on board When flying especially long haul always travel with an extra
top as the blankets they provide are thin and the plane can get very cold. Suzanne Morrison, Skyscanner
Project Manager Cartoons and movies while away a sizeable chunk of the flight and allow parents some
downtime too. Invest in noise-cancelling headphones For the perfect long-haul trip, invest in some good
quality noise cancelling headphones. The price tags are hefty, but they are worth every penny to tune out the
crying baby, snoring man, or chattering teenagers. Kindles are made for travel I never travel without my
Kindle. No more lugging multiple books around whilst waiting to exchange them with other travellers. Will
Kindle kill the paperback? Pros and cons of e-readers Eileen Ogg, Skyscanner Artworker Instead, use your
body. If you meet new friends, use the wallet, as it can be a bit insulting to go into a money belt to pay for
your beers. Never exchange money in your hotel Instead, shop around for best rate. Pack a pack of cards A
game of cards is not only useful to while away the hours during the inevitable delays, but also a great crosscultural barrier breaker. Get a guide When visiting cultural monuments, always take the offer of a local guide.
It will open your eyes to so much more than if you try and go it alone or just use a guide book. Sync your
sleep To get over jetlag quickly on arrival, try to sync your sleeping pattern with the new time zone
immediately. Tiger Balm is medicine of the gods This Singaporean-made balm not only soothes sore muscles
after a lot of travelling but also works as an insect repellent to keep the little biting beasties away. You never
know who understands what. Avoid everywhere If you really, really want to get off the beaten track, buy the
Lonely Planet guide, then avoid everywhere featured in it. Rachel Evatt, Skyscanner Product Director DIY
travel is best If you want to really experience a new country and culture, hire a car and plan it all yourself. It is
the freedom to do what you want and when you want, that makes for the best trips of all. Dean Cornish,
Skyscanner Software Engineer Ben Hardy, Skyscanner Test Support Sitting is tiring Travelling some
distance through the air makes you tired, even if all you do the whole time is sit in a comfy seat. Crawford
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Tait, Skyscanner Technical Manager He lost his car keys at one point and started blaming the family who had
put us up for the night in the desert. He eventually found the keys at the bottom of his sleeping bag. There will
always be Toblerone Got to the end of your holiday but forgotten to get gifts? Steak Tartare is not steak with
tartar sauce I learned that the hard way. Saw your toothbrush in half To save space and reduce weight, saw
your toothbrush in half. The extra three cubic centimetres of space can be used to carry an extra sheet of paper
see tip 2. Pretend to be asleep If you fart during your flight, just pretend to be asleep. See our current jobs
here!
Chapter 6 : Android Wear tips and tricks: The hidden smartwatch secrets
Hints, Tips & Smart Advice [Family Circle] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This
collection of hundreds of clever tips will help you save time, save money - even reduce stress! - Rub a mosquito bite
with deodorant for instant relief.

Chapter 7 : Self Storage Tips and Advice from CubeSmart
The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging (where packaging is
applicable). Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was
packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag.

Chapter 8 : Make the most of Alexa with these 34 tips and tricks - CNET
To help pilgrims on their journey, we asked Australian WYD Pilgrimage Coordinators (who travelled to Poland for a
familiarisation trip before WYD16) for some hints, tips and smart advice when in.

Chapter 9 : Kodi Tips, Tricks, News, & Information - calendrierdelascience.com
LearnVest empowers people to live their richest lives, with daily newsletters packed with tips and stories on managing
your money and boosting your career, a budgeting center for keeping track of your expenses and income, and
affordable, personalized financial plans from a team of certified financial planners.
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